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ABSTRACT

Sequencing studies have been instrumental in understanding the genetic basis of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). Our recent whole-genome sequencing study focusing on lower cytogenetic risk CLL demonstrated that CLL mutations can be attributed to 3 key mutational processes—2 types of activation induced-cytidine deaminase (AID) signatures and an aging signature—that operate at different times throughout CLL evolution.

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is a common incurable malignancy of CD5+ B lymphocytes that is clinically extremely heterogeneous. In recent years, sequencing projects undertaken by our group and others have identified key mutations underlying the marked biologic heterogeneity of this disease. Two seminal papers by Landau et al. and Quesada et al. identified 20 significantly mutated genes in CLL. However, these studies had low power to detect infrequently mutated genes, leading to larger follow-up studies that have identified driver genes mutated at lower frequencies. Interestingly, most of these candidate driver gene mutations have been consistently associated with higher risk CLL, in particular with unmutated immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region (IGHV) genes and higher risk FISH abnormalities (TP53 [best known as p53] with 17p; SF3B1 with 11q; NOTCH1 with +12 and 17p). In fact, each of these recent large studies, which looked at 538 and 506 (including 54 cases of monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis [MBL]) patients, respectively, identified a percentage of CLls (approximately 25% and 40%) with no apparent driver event, or with isolated deletion of 13q14 as the sole driver event. In mice, the latter event results in a spectrum of B-cell malignancies (some CLL-like), but with low penetrance, and therefore is probably insufficient to cause CLL in humans. Thus, the genetic drivers of lower cytogenetic risk CLL, which represents >50% of cases, are relatively unknown, and this gap formed the basis of our recent study published in Nature Communications. We performed whole-genome sequencing on a CLL cohort (n=30) strongly enriched in patients with del(13q) or normal cytogenetics while controlling for their IGHV mutational status. Analysis of the distribution of non-silent coding mutations in important genesets revealed the presence of 3 mutually exclusive subgroups: (1) 17% were cases with mutations in immunoglobulin lambda-like polypeptide 5 (IGLL5), a previously undescribed recurrently mutated gene in CLL; (2) 33% had mutations in at least one of the 20 CLL driver genes enriched in normal cytogenetics and unmutated IGHV; and (3) 23% with no obvious mutations of interest, that were enriched in del(13q).

Interestingly, we noted that the pattern of mutations in the IGL5 gene was strongly suggestive of activation induced-cytidine deaminase (AID) activity, which was not identified as a global mutational mechanism in CLL in earlier efforts through unsupervised genome-wide analysis. In fact, canonical AID activity had been reported in CLL using only supervised analysis and was thought to be predominantly confined to the immunoglobulin loci and a few off-target sites. Our collaborator, Jaegil Kim from the Getz group at the Broad Institute, therefore developed a modified Bayesian non-negative matrix factorization algorithm (BayesNMF) to infer the presence of mutational signatures in our dataset and their sample-specific contributions. This approach is similar to that recently reported by Alexandrov et al., except that we included mutational distance as an additional factor because we noted that mutations at AID-type target sites showed clustering in our dataset.

Our analysis was able to identify canonical AID (c-AID) activity as a global signature in CLL (Fig. 1). We also identified a non-canonical AID (nc-AID) activity that accounted for 20% of mutations (Fig. 1). These two signatures arise from differential repair mechanisms after DNA lesions are induced by AID. Specifically, the c-AID signature arises from either direct replication over AID-induced U:G lesions or removal of the uracil by uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG) followed by replication. Alternatively, nc-AID-related mutations result from processing of the AID-induced lesions by the error prone DNA polymerase η, part of the mismatch repair pathway. Together, these 2
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mechanisms accounted for 25% of mutations, while an aging signature accounted for approximately 75% of mutations. Interestingly, 95% of observed coding region mutations were associated with the aging signature, which is therefore likely to be the primary contributor to coding driver mutations in CLL. Around the same time, Puente et al. also reported the genome-wide activity of these 3 signatures in their cohort, further validating our findings.

As in our prior work, we analyzed the clonality of each mutation in our dataset to estimate its time of onset. Clonal mutations happen earliest in the lifetime of the tumor, and smaller subclones arise subsequently. Based on the distribution of newer subclonal and older clonal mutations within each signature, we proposed that nc-AID-induced mutations mostly occur at earlier times whereas the c-AID and aging mechanisms continue to operate within the CLL cell. Although it is not surprising that the aging mechanism is ongoing, it is of interest that we were able to detect more recent subclonal mutations due to c-AID activity given that AID expression is at best minimal in circulating CLL cells. The Chiorazzi and Dighiero groups have shown that AID expression is restricted to proliferating cells, which are sparse in CLL and typically present in tissues at the time of proliferation, and to patients with higher risk unmutated IGHV. Indeed, we found that although the overall c-AID activity is higher in mutated IGHV cases, as expected, the ongoing c-AID activity is enriched in higher risk unmutated IGHV.

How this ongoing c-AID activity influences the mutational status of IGHV and other genes, as well as disease outcome in the long term, is an interesting unanswered question. Preliminary findings from double transgenic AID/E\_E\_TCL1 mice indicate a more aggressive disease and shorter overall survival with constitutive increase in AID expression, raising the question of whether AID might contribute to ongoing genomic instability.

In summary, a comprehensive catalog of mutations in CLL has now been established by large-scale sequencing studies. Together, these papers provide compelling evidence for the association of several recurrently mutated CLL genes and disease outcome. Using whole-genome sequencing, our paper by Kasar et al. has delved deeper into the underlying mutational processes that contribute to the development of these mutations throughout tumor evolution. By incorporating the distance between mutations into our modified Bayesian NMF algorithm, we were able to discern a distinct genome-wide c-AID signal in an unsupervised manner and establish that it can be ongoing in tumor evolution. Our algorithm can also be

---

**Figure 1.** Discovery of mutational signatures in chronic lymphocytic leukemia. The catalog of mutations from 30 CLL whole genomes was deconvoluted into 3 distinct mutational signatures—aging, canonical activation induced-cytidine deaminase (c-AID), and non-canonical AID (nc-AID)—using a modified non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm that accounts for the distance between mutations.
broadly applied to the discovery of clustering dependent mutational processes in other cancers.
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